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Need some clarity and direction in your business?
Want to take your business to the next level and are ready
to make that quantum leap in profits?
Are you not getting the results that you want right now?Is
your confidence and self-esteem at an all time low?
Is your business feeling like a daily struggle where you are
hustling to get sales?
Perhaps you are starting a new business and want to get it up
and running from the get go but are not sure what you need
in place?
Ok - enough of the endless chasing down of clients or trading
time for money.
Let’s structure your business for success without limits.
Imagine having all the systems and structures in place so that
you could earn money while you sleep and attract soul
aligned clients eager to work with you!
What if you could have an easy to follow plan and someone
to guide you every step of the way?!
What if you could work with someone who has spent
thousands on her own development and studied a range of
different business models. Someone who is highly intuitive
and has a close connection to spirit and can see the potential
of both you and your business.

The Business Intensive is a bespoke day with Sheila where we
can look at specific aspects of your business.
We can look at strategy, website creation, online courses or
membership sites, mindset work or removing blocks. We can
also look at business reinvention if your current business is no
longer lighting you up.
These days can also be instrumental in creating the strategy to
launch a new business that creates profit and clients super quick.
Each Intensive is bespoke depending on the stage of your
business and what you are wanting to achieve.
All Intensive Days will be held in a luxury hotel in beautiful
surroundings to hold you in the highest vibration while we
uplevel your life and business.
You will receive lunch and refreshments throughout the day plus
a number of surprises before, during and after your day. The day
will start at 10 am with an aim to finish around 4pm.
Also included:
Initial telephone conversation and questionnaire to ensure the
day covers all your needs.
Full day with Sheila at one of our hand picked hotels.
Follow up phone consultation to check on progress after the
day.
Materials to support your transformation.
If you are done playing small in your business and are fed up not
getting the results you want you need to take action now.I can
only do 4 days a month due to the energy I invest into your
business transformation and they sell out fast.
Email hello@sheilakadeer.com to book your day or enquire to
see if this is right for you.

YOUR INVESTMENT
Business Intensive Day £1,497 Payment plan available

Virtual Option if you unable to
travel £997 - Payment plan
available

HERE IS WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT WORKING
WITH ME!

'I have always felt there was something missing in my life. I have spent most of my life trying
to find where I should be and what my purpose might be. After completing the day with
Sheila I can say my life has changed - I had found my purpose and discovered the beauty in
myself. I have a new love for the being I am and I no longer feel like I am not desiring of
being here. Don't delay anymore - invest in yourself and get rid of those blocks that are
stopping you from being everything you can and want to be.'
Monique - Marketing Manager

“I feel much clearer, I now have ideas and solutions that I now need to put into action.The
information given has helped to guide me to the right actions I need to take and I have an
understanding and confirmation of what I should be doing.”
Rae - Transformational Teacher

“A blend of the mystic, practical and intuitive specific to my business.Sheila is a very
approachable intuitive who is easy to talk to. She has the innate knack of spotting potential
blind spots in your business as well as the positive directions that your business could take .
She uses her natural intuitive talents to give you a clear focus”
Jacqui - Entrepreneur

“Working with Sheila was like being guided through a maze by a friend who could see
around some of the corners ahead and helped you decide for yourself which way to turn. I
know what I need to focus on and I’m feeling charged and ready to go!”
Nikki - Managing Director

ENQUIRE NOW AT
HELLO@SHEILAKADEER.COM

